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HE NEWS of the death of President Roosevelt, which struck and
stunned the nation last month, carried with it the sober realization
that America and the rest of the world still faces a critical period, and
faces that period without the benefit of the President's vision and leadership.
Americans must now realize that a nation torn by conflict and dissension
gets nowhere, that a nation divided against itself must fall.
Opponents of President Roosevelt's liberal policies may grasp the opportunity afforded by his death to try to seize control and reverse the
direction of events. A greater mistake could not be made.

Supporters
of President
Roosevelt's liberal policies may try to seize
control and push the direction of events far to the left and in the direction
of extreme radicalism. That also would be a great mistake.
The ultra-conservative
segment of the business world must come out of
its day dreams of wishing for a return to things as they were. They must
realize that this is no time to turn the clock backwards, to smash the labor
movement, or to repeal the liberal legislation of the past twelve years.
Travel along that road will lead the nation straight to disaster.
The radical political wing and the radical wing of the labor movement
must come out of its day dreams too. They must realize that dreams of
overthrowing
the present political structure
and extreme measures for
modification of the social order are unacceptable to the American people.
Travel along that road would also be disastrous.
The world is locked in a titanic struggle which can have only one outcome: victory for the Allies. But beyond that struggle and even transcending it in importance is the battle for an enduring peace, a peace which will
eliminate the possibility of another World War 25 years from now.
The battle for the peace and the fight to prevent both the extreme reactionary and the extreme radical from gaining control must and will be
won.
But to win it will require much patience and understanding
and a sincere
willingness to compromise on the part of the leaders of organized labor and
on the part of that liberal leadership in management which is honestly
seeking a fair solution.

It is only in this way that the better and more secure society envisioned
by President Roosevelt can be realized. It is only in this way that peace
and understanding
and stability can come to the world.
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Labor's Friend
THIS day had witnessed one of the

great tragedies in American lifeThe passing of our Commander in
Chief.
The untimely death of President
Roosevelt comes as a great shock
to people the world over. In all
countries he was looked upon as
the greatest champion of freedom,
liberty and equality. It was to him
they looked for the establishment
of a peace which would bring to all
men the right to live under a government of their own choosing. It
was to him they looked to bring an
end to the oppression and domination under which they have lived
and under which they have many
times been led off to war to give
their blood in order that a few
human vultures could live off the
fat of the land.
Although burdened with a physical handicap that would stop most
men, he rose to a position seldom
attained by any man. Born in luxury and wealth and position, he was
"concerned not so much that the rich
shall sleep peacefully in their beds,
but that everyone shall have a bed
in which to sleep."
He fought, not only to end war,
but to end the "beginnings of all
wars." "We must go on," he wrote,
"to do all in our power to conquer
the doubts and the fears, the ignorance and the greed which make this
horror possible. The only limit to
our realization of tomorrow will be
our doubts
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of today."
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WHY THE NON-MEMBER
(note)
The Federation
program this
year includes a drive to sign. up all
workers who are not niembers of the
Fecleration.
This, an.cl other articles,
are clesigned to point out sorne of the
reasons for the non-member
ancl to
suggest ivays of sellin.g the Fecleration
to them. This is a big program. Your
i,leas ,md suggestions will be ,velcome
if you ivill se"'l them i11.-Eclitor.

The increasing importance of a
labor union in the industrial life of
the nation brings to the front the
importance of having every worker
support the organization which represents him in his relations with
management. The existence of nonmembers prompts us to ask why it
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is that some workers. have not seen
fit to belong to the Federation and
lend their strength to that of their
fellows in promoting a strong union.

LOOKING WITHIN
While there are doubtless many
reasons for the non-member, we believe that we might well look within our own organization for some
of the causes of this condition.
We recently looked over the minutes of some of our locals where we
found cases of less than 50% attendance at these meetings. A consistent lack of attendance denotes a
lack of interest in what is going on
in the labor world. Just why many
members do not have a lively interest in the Federation is a matter for
study by all members who do have
an interest in the Federation and
the conditions which affect our jobs
and the economic system under
which we work.
Unionism is new to most telephone
workers. We have not come far
enough for all workers to see its
possibilities and advantages.
We
have made a beginning, secured a
contract and some working practices
which our officers seek to improve as
fast as defects show up. Some progress has been made and more will
be made as members gain knowledge and begin to look for the possibilities for further improvement,
but we have not been organized long
enough for our accomplishments to
be outstanding in our immediate or(Cont.

Page 4, Col. 1)
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YOUNC MAN- YOUNC WOMAN
The past few years have been the
most momentous in all our history.
They have seen the nation fall from
the peak of prosperity to the depths
of a great depression. They have
seen it rise out of the depths only
to face a world:wide conflagration.
They have seen a change come over
the minds of men in many walks of
life. They have seen an awakening
and a greater understanding of the
requirements for peace and harmony
and happiness than has any other
period in history. They have ushered in a slow but certain change
in the social and economic system
under which we live. They have
seen the "common man" break some
of his economic shackles and stand,
for the first time, on a fairly equal
footing with those for whom he
works.

THE FEDERATION
During these same few years our
Federation has come into being and
progressed, over many obstacles, to
a place of honor and respect as concerns both the telephone company
and government.
Many people have spent untold
heartbreaking
hours in order to
bring the Federation into being and
to develop it into a strong and growing institution. Some have worked
and sacrificed to the point where
health was lost; several have given
their lives in order that we might
live and work under conditions
which are in harmony with the great
social change which is taking place
in this country and in this world.
Great masses of the common people have decided that they will no
longer work long hours under miserable conditions for a mere pittance. Another group, bent on profits, is just as determined to extract
every possible ounce of blood for the

least possible return. It seeks to
destroy all the gains the common
man has made in the past decade.

THE PENDULUM SWINGS
In 1932 the pendulum began to
swing in favor of the working man.
It reached the end of its swing in
1942 and is now swinging back
towards reaction and oppression. For
several years conditions may be
good for labor and we may be led
to believe that "all is well on the
home front". Reactionary forces are
at work, none the less, to destroy
every possible gain labor has made.
There is on foot a move to amend
the National Constitution in such a
way as would almost exempt rich
people and institutions from paying
income taxes. Because most newspapers and magazines are owned or
controlled by these same people, no
publicity has been given the move
which has already been approved
by the legislatures of 14 states. Another move to make all forms of the
closed shop illegal is sponsored in
many states by these reactionary
forces and may become law if laboring people do not act to block the
scheme.

NOW IS THE TIME
A large part of the work of the
Federation is being done by members who are either approaching
middle age or who are already tobogganing towards retirement and
a pension ( we hope) . It will not be
long until YOU, the young people
in the Federation, will be called
upon to take over the reins of
leadership; to guide the Federation
through what may well be a most
trying and difficult period.
NOW is the time for you to prepare for the years that all too soon

will see you called upon to assume
the responsibilities of leadership in
the labor world. It is for you to
give freely of your time and talents
that you may have the information
and the understanding which will
enable you to successfully carry on
through the most critical period of
all time.
It has been the high privilege of
many to serve this Federation in one
capacity or another. They have believed in the Federation. They have
seen in it many continuing values
and much of good to workers and to
the communities in which they live.

THE FUTURE
In a local sense the Federation
exists to promote better wages, better working conditions and better
relations between management and
workers. In a larger sense it is a
part of the great social and economic change that will come out of
a world-wide depression and the
most horrible of all wars. The labor
union is the only organization in
the world today that is strong
enough and united enough to represent the common man. It is the
only force strong enough to combat
the reactionary forces which have
been the cause of many wars and
which will be the cause of a third
world war unless the common people can hold them in check.
It is YOU, the young people-Young men and Young women, who
will hold the reins during the years
which lie ahead. It is a big job-a
job worthy of the best in all of you.
The good or ill of the future lies
largely in your hands and the Federation is the instrument through
which you must work if freedom
and the right to life, liberty and happiness are to prevail in this unhappy
world.

SICKNESSIS NOT RATIONED
Neither are its bills TEHA CAN TAKE THE JOLT
Investigate our way TRICO EMPLOYEESHEALTHASSN.
505 Gas & Electric Bldg., Denver, Colo., Cherry 1213
Employee only .80; Employee & Wife 1.5'0;Employee & Family 2.10
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TRAFFIC

An election to determine whether
"Johnie"
Lees Taylor retired
Arizona traffic people will be repreMarch 30 after 35 years service in sented by the old Traffic Association
Phoenix. "Johnie" started with the or by the Federation is under way.
Arizona Telephone
Company in The voting is being conducted by a
1910 and worked his first seven or Field Examiner temporarily
staeight years as a combination man. tioned in Phoenix by the National
He then became a repairman and War Labor Board.
continued in that wo~k the greater
The NLRB has been most cooppart of his 35 years in service.
erative in this instance, a condition
Although "Johnie" went inside as which is greatly appreciated by offia power man in 1941, we are still cers and members of the Federation.
frequently asked, "Where is that The ballots have been mailed to the
nice Mr. Taylor who used to fix our traffic girls and must be returned to
telephone?"
the NLRB Examiner by May 10th
Those of us who shoot a little as they will be counted at that time.
trouble now and then are often reWe hope to be able to report next
minded of "Johnie" by many a month that Arizona operators have
stepped buck-arm which would still cast their lot with the Federation.
require hooks or be worn out by
In Colorado, the suit to disestabtoo much climbing. Mr. Taylor inlish the company dominated Traffic
tends to spend his years of retireAssociation has been dragging along,
ment finding out if cows and chickens will respond to his telephone the NLRB representative seemingly
technique at his farm in Grand stalling and advocating an election
without prosecuting the suit brought
Avenue.
against the company by the National
Charlie R. Irving retires May 1st
Federation. This proposal has been
after 35 years of service. He started
turned down and a meeting in Washwith Consolidated Tel. Co. in 1908.
ington was scheduled for April 17th
In 1909 the company became the
at which time National President,
Arizona Telephone Company and in
Joseph A. Beirne and attorney A. P.
September 1910 was purchased by
Kane were to meet with the National
the Mountain States company.
Labor Board to protest against the
Charlie will long be remembered
four months delay in the prosecuaround "Down town Phoenix" as
tion of this case.
the installer in striped overalls. The
We see no reason for so long a
Irving's have left for San Diego
delay in a case which is so liberally
where "Charlie" will keep himself
supported by affidavits charging
occupied with his hobbies of landcompany domination.
scape painting and gardening. We
Meanwhile, organization of Colowill miss Charles Irving's cheery
rado girls is continuing in spite of
smile and congenial personality.
opposition and delay in reaching an
end to the case. Girls are asked to
WE LOOK AHEAD
Some new potential operators and be patient as every effort is being
made to have this case settled.
linemen are as follows:
Idaho, as we know, is completely
To Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Zimmerman (Phoenix installer) a son, organized and the formation of the
Robert Edward born February 5th. Idaho State Traffic council is well
To Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Weedon under way.
In New Mexico, work is progress(Mesa Combination
Man) a
daughter,
Marjorie
Ann born ing and is at a stage where publicity
of progress is not desired. SubstanMarch 2nd.
To Mr. and Mrs. Howard G. Burns tial work has been done, however
(Yuma Combination Man) a son in this state.
El Paso county, Texas, organized
born March 28th.
several years ago, has a strong and
To Mr. and Mrs. Leonard L. Stinson (Phoenix Installer) a son, going traffic organization. These
girls pioneered in the Mountain
George Lewis born March 29th.
States company and have made
G. B. Godbold.
May, 1945

many gains which have been of
benefit to girls in other states even
though they were not organized.
El Paso girls are hampered, however, in their work and their gains
are limited because the other states
-in the Mountain States company
have not been organized. We hope
their struggle will soon be rewarded
by the formation of a strong Traffic Division which can function
throughout the company and bargain for all traffic people.
Utah traffic is organized and the
Federation has demanded that the
company accept the Federation as
bargaining agent for Utah traffic.
Results of this action have not
reached us as yet.
In Wyoming, where the organization of traffic was sucessfully blocked
two years ago, the situation is not
clear but it is known that many
Wyoming girls prefer the Federation.
And so it goes. Every action begets an equal and opposite reaction
and every gain made by working
people is bought with sweat and
tears. However results this year
have been very encouraging and it
should not be too long before the
worm turns and traffic girls can begin to see over the hump.
OMISSION
The following officers were not
included in the list furnished the
editor for publication in the March
issue of the telephone worker. We
regret this omission and again
stress the importance of having all
material for publication correct and
complete.
New Mexico-Texas
Accounting Local 403A
Miss Barbara Freeman, 1024 N.
Oregon St., El Paso, President
Mrs. Mona B. Lahey, 324 W. Missouri St., El Paso, Vice-President
Miss Alice Stovall, Y sleta, Texas,
Sec.-Treas.
Commercial Local 403C
Mrs. Margaret Eastman, 2700 Aurora St., El Paso, President
Miss Lelia Escarzaga, Rt. 42, Box
109, El Paso, Vice-President
Mrs. Gladys Kimpel, 1126 Myrtle
Ave., El Paso, Sec.-Treas.
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Non-Member
(Cont'd from Page 1)
ganization. Nationally, the Federation has made great strides and is
going on to greater things. We will
benefit from this national activity
and, as time goes on, our own Federation will accomplish much for its
members.

Cheap Foreign Labor

FEDERATION INTEREST
Aside from results obtained by
the Federation, member interest can
come only through the acquisition
of information, a better understanding of unionism and its place in the
economic life of the nation, and from
participation in the work of the Federation. While informative material
is not as plentiful as we would like,
the Federation is putting out all it
can in the form of news letters,
bulletins, posters, etc. which should
be given the widest possible distribution. Local presidents should always bring such material to meetings and see that it is read and discussed to the end that all members
will have the information and be
able to pass it on to others. The
"Telephone Worker" contains the
only material that goes to all members. It is very important that we
take the time to read and study this
magazine, that we try to get a better
understanding of the labor situation
and of the work our Federation is
trying to accomplish.

A bill is now before Congress to
encourage immigration of natives of
India into the United States with the
right to acquire American citizenship.
This bill should not pass. Neither
should any other bill in any way relaxing the immigration restrictions.
We will have enough trouble providing jobs for Americans after the
war without inviting competition
from foreigners.
Above all, we do not want Orientals.
The argument in behalf of the Indian bill will be that it will admit
"only a few." The same argument
was made in behalf of the repeal of
the Chinese exclusion laws.
This union cpposed that measure
because we foresaw it as the opening wedge to permit Oriental immigration. Congress passed that law
to admit "a few" Chinese.
Now up pops another law to admit
"a few" Indians. This will be followed by laws to admit "a few" of
various other Oriental nations until
the "few" have become a flood of
cheap labor.
Let your congressman know that
your union does not approve any
relaxation of the immigration laws
until ALL AMERICANS are gainfully employed at good wages.
-The International Teamster.

IMPORTANCE OF UNIONS
The world is going through a gigantic upheaval.
The war has
brought about profound changes in
the thinking of vast multitudes of
people. Millions of our young folks
have gone to the far corners of the
earth. They have seen how other
people live. They have known all
the horrors of total war. They have
seen the squalor and oppression and
misery brought about by Fascist
leaders. They have formed positive
opinions. They know it is no longer
possible for a man to live alone and
for himself any more than it is possible for one nation to go its way
regardless of the rights and needs
of other peoples. They know, and
we must also know that cooperation is the key to peace and progress.
Unionism, in the larger sense,

means cooperation. It is the working together of large numbers of
men and women for the greatest
good of the group and of all groups.
They are part and parcel of a great
social and economic change which
aims at such use and disposition of
the world's wealth and goods as will
assure every one who will work a
fair share in the profits of his toil.
Until we understand these facts,
until we cooperate, attend our meetings, inform ourselves and assu,ne
some of the work and responsibilities of the Federation, we are in a
poor position to try to sell the organization to people who, for one
reason or another, are opposed to
us. If we are to sign the non-members our first job is to sell our Federation to those of our own members
who do not attend our local meetings.
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New MexicoTexas News
Mr. E. N. Butler, President of
Local 401 has returned home from
the hospital where he underwent
surgery. We will be glad when he
is back with us in a couple of
weeks.
El Paso Local 402 had its second
dance of the year on April sixth.
Albuquerque
Local 401 held a
dance on April 7th. It is expected
that there will be many other social
events this year.
The New Mexico-Texas Division
welcomes all employees who have
been transferred
into this area.
Some have already joined with us
in Federation work and we hope
all will soon be busy in the Federation with us.
-W. E. Beistline

LEADERSHIP
The boss drives the men,
The leader coaches them.
The boss depends on authority,
The leader on good-will.
The boss inspires fear,
The leader inspires enthusiasm.
The boss says, "Get here on time."
The leader comes ahead of time.
The boss says "I",
The leader says "We".
The boss fixes the blame on someone,
The leader fixes the blame.
The boss knows how it is done,
The leader shows how.
The boss says "Go",
The leader says "Let's go".
-Telephony.

NITE, NITE
"There's something odd about you
this morning," said Hitler to Goering. "Oh, I see what it is! For the
first time since I've known you,
you've left off your medals."
Goering looked down at his chest.
"Mein Gott! he cried frantically. "I
left them on my pajamas."
-Red Fez of El Jebel.
The MSFTW
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THAT STOCKHOLDERS' MEETINC
THE ANNUAL MEETING of the
Stockholders of the A T & T Co.,
held in New York City last month,
was a more than usually interesting
one to workers in the Bell System
who are interested in the Pension
and Benefit Plan.
Of particular interest was a series
of four resolutions which a Mrs.
Augusta Krause of Harrington Park,
New Jersey, introduced at the meeting. Mrs. Krause notified A T & T
Co. officials several months ago that
she planned this action, supplying
Bell System officials with a copy of
the resolutions.
The A T & T Co. included the four
resolutions in their notice of the
meeting and recommended against
their approval.
Resolution No. 1 proposed the establishment of a Special Committee
"to make a study of the operation"
of the Pension Plan.
Resolution No. 2 "authorizes and
directs" the company to modify the
Pension Plan to include on the Benefit Committee "a duly recognized
representative
of the Company's
non-supervisory
employees".
Resolution No. 3 proposed changes
in the Plan to increase payments to
War Veterans and to eliminate the
practice of deducting one-half of
Social Security pensions from Company pensions.
Resolution No. 4 proposed the termination of negotiations for the sale
of teletypewriter
and leased wire
services to the Western Union.

The proposals were defeated.
All four of these proposals would
have resulted in improvement in the

Pension Plan had they been adopted.
The provisions of the resolutions coincide with previous attempts made
by unions in the industry to accomplish similar objectives.
Had the proposals been adopted,
they would have represented improvements in the Plan which would
have made it more responsive to the
desires of those persons most vitally
affected by its provisions, the workers in the industry. Further, the proposals would have meant increased
pensions to many former workers,
now retired.
Returning
war veterans would
have benefitted.
It is reasonable to assume that one
or more of the resolutions would
have had a chance of adoption had
A T & T Co. management not recommended their defeat.
For these reasons that same management must accept full responsibility for blocking progressive measures which would have benefitted
all Bell System workers now on pension or who retire in the future.
There were many statements in
the Company's elaborate argument
calling for defeat of the proposals
which hardly stand up under close
examination.

Take this one:
Discussing pensions and other
benefits the A T & T Co. denies that
they "in any way affect directly or
indirectly" employees wages. It is
claimed by A T & T that "on no
factual basis can they be considered
as deferred wages" as the entire expense of the Plan is met by the Company "without cost to the em-

ployees".
That argument begs the question
and is clearly intended for the gullible consumption of stockholders not
employees of the Company.
Any employee knows that if the
Pension Plan were abolished tomorrow every local union in the NFTW
would serve immediate demands on
its management for wage increases
to offset the loss in pension.
Or look at this one:
The notice contained the surprising bit of management philosophy
that stockholders should not "direct
the management as to what shall be
done about particular items of the
operation of the business". Management will, of course, "always welcome" stockholders' suggestions and
comments and will give them "full
consideration" but "it is the responsibility of management to make the
decisions" as to the management of
the business.
One begins to wonder who the
A T & T Co. belongs to, the stockholders or management.
These two examples will serve as
illustrations
of the management's
high handed attitude not only toward
the employees but also toward the
stockholders.
While the proposals were all defeated in accordance with management's recommendation,
that does
not settle the question.
If unable to force fair consideration of these and similar proposals
through stockholders meetings, such
problems can always be solved by
collective bargaining on a national
basis.

s
ll'Iay, 1945
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WACE INCREASE TO MEMBERS
OF SOUTHWESTERN

UNION

National Telephone Panel Grants Four and
Five Dollar Weekly Increases;Opens Way for
More Equitable Treatment for Other Groups

w

AGE
INCREASES
totalling
about 11 million dollars c.:.,rnally for
the 25,000 Southwestern Bell Workers, represented by the Southwestern
Telephone Workers Union, are included in a directive just released
by the National War Labor Board.

Upsetting the S2.00 weekly increase pattern endorsed by Bell
System Management, the National
Telephone Panel recommended increases amounting in most cases to
$4.00 and $5.00 a week. The Panel's
recommendations were approved by
the National War Labor Board and
embodied in a directive.
1940 DIFFERENTIALS
Increases granted to Soµthwestern workers also upset the plan for
maintaining differentials as they existed in 1940, another scheme for
holding down wages endorsed by
Bell System Management.
It now
looks like the labor members of the
National Telephone Panel have, in
this case, succeeded in establishing
a pattern for disregarding the 1940
differentials, a pattern which may
ultimately mean that other workers
in the industry will get at least part
of the wage increases to which they
are entitled.
John J. Moran and William M.
Dunn, labor members of the National Telephone
Panel, deserve
credit for their insistence on more
equitable treatment for Southwestern workers and for their willing4

D. L. McCOWEN
Southweslern's
President
Led successful
increase . ...

battle

for wage

ness to depart from rigid formulas
in determining issues involved in
telephone cases.
Essentially the directive
the following:

includes

TRAFFIC
Traffic schedules for St. Louis,
K an s as City,
Houston, Dallas,
Wichita, Oklahoma City, Tulsa, Fort
Worth and San Antonio increase top
rate $5.00 per week-starting
rate
$4.00 with $5.00 applied after three
months service. All other Traffic
schedules i n c r e a s e $4.00 across
board. Other Traffic Central Office
employees such as Clerks, Supervisors, Lunch Room Attendants, etc.,
receive corresponding increases dependent on location.

PLANT
Plant Craft St. Louis, Kansas City,
Houston, Dallas S5.00 per week
across board. All other Plant Craftsmen $4.00 across board.
Plant non-craft Draftswomen and
Repair Clerks increase starting rate
S17.50 per month, top rate $12.50
except Little Rock and Topeka,
where top rate increase is $10.00.
Stationary Engineers, Building Mechanics, Guards, Stockmen, Wall
Washers, Window Washers, Truck
Drivers and Garage Mechanics in all
towns $15.00 a month across board.
All Elevator Operators increase top
$15.00 a month. All miscellaneous
non-craft Plant Groups for which no
present top rate is established increase SlS.00 per month.
COMMERCIAL
Commercial Contact Group St.
Louis, Kansas City, Houston, Dallas,
San Antonio, Fort Worth, Oklahoma
City, Tulsa and Wichita, except
Tellers, Supervisory
Tellers and
Coin Collectors increase S22.50 per
month across board. Same titles all
other towns $17.50 across board.
CLERICAL
Interdepartmental
Clerical Group
in St. Louis, Kansas City, Houston,
Dallas, San Antonio, Fort Worth,
Oklahoma City, Tulsa, and Wichita
increase start $17.50-Top
$12.50.
Same group all other towns increase
start $17.50-top $10.00.
All increases are retroactive to
August 29, 1944.

The Telephone Worker

THERE IS NO other way to describe Washington's reaction to the death of Franklin D. Roosevelt than to say
that it was stunned and bewildered for days after his
passing. Grief was universal. The highest officials of the
Government and the city's most menial servants shared
the same emotions of sorrow for the
country and sadness for the Roosevelt
family. There were mixed feelings
concerning the future, the winning of
the peace, the ability of the new President to carry through effectively as the
Nation's Chief Magistrate, the constitution of the cabinet, the fate of the
liberalist movement, the treatment to
be accorded minorities and the lot of
labor under the new Administration.
Work in Government offices was virtually at a standstill. Government em.4. P. KANE
NFTW Legal ployees either sat at their desks looking
Counsel
dreamily ahead with unseeing eyes or
speculated with their neighbors on the changes which
might be forthcoming.
For several days after the White House funeral
services, a steady April drizzle added to the general
gloominess of the people.
Meanwhile, however, Harry S. Truman, the new
President, was winning his way into the hearts of the
American people. To the people who doubted his liberalism he pointed out his voting record as a Senator. To
those who wondered about his attitude towards labor
he gave a forthright answer which left no room for
apprehension that labor would lose, during his presidency, the gains it has so toilfully won.
*

*

*

*

The rehearing by the National War Labor Board
of the New York and Long Lines cases for wage increases brought executives of a great many of the
NFTW unions to Washington for a first-hand observation of the work of the National Telephone Panel and
of the policies which the Panel had worked out for the
Board to use in telephone cases. The Board, after hearing arguments of counsel and giving consideration to
the arguments propounded, decided to affirm its earlier
decision and to make no changes in the previouslyadopted policies.
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When the contracts of the Washington Telephone
Traffic Union expired on March 31 the Chesapeake
and Potomac Telephone Company refused to renew
the maintenance of membership feature of the working
conditions contract. The Union took the matter to
conciliation and thence to the National War Labor
Board. The Company defended its action on the ground
that the Union had participated in the Thanksgiving
Day strike and in several other minor work stoppages.
The Company also attempted to have the Board impose
a no-strike pledge on the Union. The Union contended
that the contracts should be extended pending the
negotiation of a new contract or until the Board should
by directive order impose new terms of employment.
The Board, after full argument, voted to extend the
contracts including the maintenance
of membership
provision. Industry dissented.
*

*

In some localities the telephone companies have been
planning to pay bonuses to employees who might bring
in new employees. The National War Labor Board has
recently ruled that such plans violate wage stabilization
in that they constitute increases in compensation not
warranted under the rules. This ruling is believed to
afford some protection to the unions against what has
been viewed as a move on the part of telephone companies to drive a wedge in between the Unions and
their members.

*

*

*

*

There has been a new outbreaking of jurisdictional
disputes with the IBEW over the pulling of wire in
new-facility construction. These present disputes are,
of course, only preliminary skirmishes. The real battle
will come when the war-time rule that the work should
remain with the union which had it at the time the war
began is relaxed.

*

*

*

*

Many of the non-affiliated unions which have cases
before the NWLB have expressed satisfaction with the
manner in which the Panel is handling telephone cases.
Among those recently receiving a wage increase with
the possibility of a further increase in the near future
were some 16,000. New England Telephone and Telegraph Company workers ..
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FURTHER EXPLANATION
OF
·RETIREMENT SECURITY PLAN
Pension Committee Presents Data Showing Actual
SavingsWhich Would Resultif ProgramIs Approved
OVER 30 YEARS ago the telephone
companies of the Bell System established pension systems in order to
keep themselves in possession of a
vital organization. Turnover and its
associated negative costs in replacement were thus arrested and saved;
aged workers were removed from
the scene of operations and there
was enough saving left to be able to
furnish emergency benefits for illness or accident. It might be said
to solve a business problem profitably and yet appeal to the idea that
a recognized evolving social problem
was also to be given limited, though
incidental, treatment.
SOCIAL SECURITY
More recently government took
a hand in establishing a type of insurance of tremendous social significance. The merciful results, inadequate as they are, can be and
will be seen in increasing quantity
as years go by. This is a token of
the progress already overdue from
organized society in the production
of wealth. The alternative would be
destitution, chai·ity and all the pious
probing that the latter terms signify
to the one who is "in need".
The telephone workers get the
pension and social security, both
earned and paid for by continuity
and consistency in the proper employment. However, both benefits
combined generally do not yield the
proper and adequate amount of income, either for dependents to live
on or for retirement at a satisfactory
living level. The union reasons that,
all things considered, the income of
the retired worker, or of the bereaved family should not rest entirely upon such minima as are provided in the interests of a business
or in the easement of a national
social problem. A career of adequate
6

By ERNEST J. SWEE 'EY
Chairman
NFf'W Pension Committee
wages and the means to accumulate
reserves for these contingencies is
found in bargaining and the establishment of a financial institution.
Pension studies parallel insurance
studies, and it was found that a
combination of (1) favorable mortality conditions and (2) reduced
cost loading would enable the
National Federation of Telephone
Workers to establish an insurance
company which would be able to
afford its members substantial savings while building up their financial independence. The table accompanying this article gives a few ex-

POLICY
$1,000 Ordinary Life
at age 20
at age 30
at age 40
at age 50
at age 60

amples of the approximate savings.
If you have family or other dependents, you are familiar with the
Ordinary Life policy (also called
"Whole Life", "Annual Life", or
"Straight Life"), so the comparisons
in annual premium will interest you.
It insures you, with all the regular
safeguards
included,
during
the
whole life at a net level premium.
It is based, like most insurance, on
the American Experience Table of
Mortality and 3% interest basis, and
dispensed under the protection of
the laws of a state giving policy
holders the greatest protection. Ordinary Life is a flexible and versatile policy. If you are 40 years old
and buy an Ordinary Life $1,000
policy. a typical mutual company

ANNUAL PREMIUM
*Other Company
$19.21
24.38
33.01
48.48
77.69

Our Company
$16.32
20.72
28.06
41.21
66.04

$1,000 Family Income
at age 21
at age 30
at age 40
at age 50

24.30
29.91
42.29
61.77

20.66
25.42
35.95
52.50

$1,000 Fifteen-Year Endowment
at age 20
at age 30
at age 40
at age 50

65.93
68.03
71.54
79.00

56.04
57.83
60.81
67.15

29.39
34.76
42.79
56.17

24.98
29.55
36.37
47.74

$1,000 Twenty-Payment Lile
at age 20
at age 30
at age 40
at age 50
* A leading mutual company.
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will charge you annually $33.01. A
Telephone Workers Insurance Company can provide it for approximately $4.00 less, or about $28.06.
Now look at the rest of the table.
At 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 the saving
to be made available ranges from
$3.00 to $11.00 on one year's premium for $1,000 of insurance. If you
need, as many do, aoout $10,000 or
$15,000 for a really adequate family
program, the saving would be substantial indeed.
Space does not permit a detailed
description of all these policies, but
the proportion of savings will be
about the same, at no change in
these well known policies as they are
today.
The "Family Income" policy, established for a family with small
children, meets a need for the greatest quantity of protection in earlier
years. It pays an income until the
children are grown, then the whole
face value becomes payable. This
contract provides early income to
the family until a stipulated 10, 15
or 20 years from the time of issuance. The Endowment policy provides the ·insurance of $1,000 and
matures in a selected number of
years at face value. It is ideal for
some women's needs.
Other policies, such as "Retirement Income", "Retirement Annuity", "Limited Payment" and "Term
Insurance" would be available at
comparable savings with no reduction in value. There are a large
number of uses for which these policies may be selected and organized
to round out your particular program. In order to explain these, it
is planned to make available this
year a complete description of the
basic service and its other available
features, such as double indemnity
for accidental death, disability income, waiver of premium, etc. Last
but not least, there would be made
available the means for making informed analyses of your needs, with
periodic review.
In next month's issue we will tell
how this service can be made available, and with it another long step
in progress for Telephone Workers.
Watch for our description of the institution that can make this possible.
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Changes in Sick Leave
Plan Must Have Union
Approval,RulesNWLB
THE SICK LEA VE and group insurance plan now in effect for the
employees of the Edison Sault Electric Company, Sault Ste. Marie,
Michigan, may not be abolished or
amended without consent of the
union, according to a recent NWLB
decision.
The Company appealed a regional
directive claiming the board exceeded its jurisdiction and that the sick
leave and insurance plans were voluntarily instituted subject to changing conditions and the company's
financial position. The company's petition stated that, while it_ had no
present intentions of discontinuing
the plan now in effect, it should retain freedom of action regarding it.
The National Board rejected the
validity of this claim and affirmed
the Regional Board's order.
This decision is of particular interest to telephone workers because
of the precedent it establishes in
handling benefit plans.

Flax Appointed to
Pension Committee
CHARLES H. FLAX, President of
the Communication
Equipment
Workers,
Inc., Western
Electric
Hawthorne, has been appointed by
the NFTW Executive
Board to
succeed William M. Dunn, President
of the Cincinnati Federation of Telephone Workers, who resigned due
to his duties on the National Telephone Panel. A persevering pension
advocate is thus added to the Committee.
The General Pension Committee is
in New York instituting bargaining
with the Western Electric Company
on pension matters. They are also
planning to have discussions with
the A. T. & T. Co. and the General
Telephone Corporation.

NFTW Representatives
At Trade Union Dinner

E

ARLY THIS YEAR a significant
step was taken in cementing understanding between this country and
Great Britain when arrangements
were made to send four Women
representatives
of the Trade Union
movement to England. Grace Woods
Blackett, United Automobile, Aircraft, and Agricultural
Implement
Workers of America, C.1.O.; Julia
O'Connor
Parker,
IBEW, A.F.L.
Maida Springer, I.L.G.W., A.F.L.;
and Anne Murkovich,
American
Federation
of Hosiery
Workers,
C.1.O.
For 6 weeks these women were
shown every phase of life in England which was deemed essential to
their mission-and
when they returned to this country last Saturday
they brought with them four British
women who are to receive the same
treatment here-Barbara
Bates, National Union of General and Municipal Workers, Manchester; Mary J.
Brodie, Edinburgh Electrical Trades
Union, Edinburgh; Edith Maycock,
Tailors and Garment Workers Union,
Kettering; and Margaret Jennings,
Nottingham
and District Hosiery
Workers' Society, Nottinghamshire.
On April 18 a dinner sponsored
jointly by the Women's and Children's Bureaus of the Department of
Labor honored this fine group-and
was attended by several hundred
people, from many unions and government agencies.
The Secretary of Labor presided
-and
greetings were extended by
Frank Fenton, AFL; Alan Heywood,
CIO and Mr. Harold Butler, British
Minister in Charge of Information.
The speakers were the 8 guests
of honor . . . the British women were
a wonderful surprise with the sense
of humor and wit they brought to
the occasion-as
Miss Perkins said
-qualities
not ordinarily thought of
as outstanding
qualities of these
people.
Many very fine tributes were paid
Franklin Delano Roosevelt by all
speakers.
The four representatives from the
NFTW were Frances Smith, Mary
Gannon, Mildred Beam and Ann
Herlihy.
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EDITORIAL
LABOR'S RESPONSIBILITY TO ITSELF
MUCH OF the lack of clearness in Labor's aims stems
from a lack of understanding about where Labor's best
interests lie.
There is, unfortunately,
a tendency among some
working people to excuse the actions of capitalists, to
consider their leadership proper and to be suspicious of
its own labor leaders.
Capitalists know this and have always been ready to
exploit the respect for authority among working people.

THINKING DISTORTED
Through the medium of the press and other avenues
of controlled public thinking, they have distorted the
average man's thinking so that in far too many cases
that thinking is inverted to the point where he thinks
of the labor union as his enemy and the bosses as his
friend.
That this cunningly conceived propaganda campaign
is at times successful cannot be denied.
As a result when a crisis develops and the chips are
down and the union needs all the help it can get, it is
sometimes repudiated by its own members.
Torn between loyalty to the boss and belief that he is
right, and loyalty to his union, the worker sometimes
takes the easy, comfortable way and maintains allegiance to his boss.
That his own ultimate interests are harmed cannot
be questioned, but he still cannot be blamed too much
because he has been bombarded on all sides by propaganda, whose sole purpose has been to confuse him and
cause him to submerge and forget his own class interests.
Telephone workers have been particularly subjected
to such propaganda.
In the telephone industry long
service with its accompanying accumulation of seniority
rights under the benefit plan, and the comparative stability of employment which goes with accumulated
service, have made it more difficult to transfer workers'
loyalties• from the "company" to what might be called
"a fraternity of workers".
And yet without a rather complete transfer of such
allegiance, accompanied by an awakened class consciousness, there is little hope for more than moderate
success in the battle to improve working conditions in
the industry.
There are signs that telephone labor is slowly and at
times painfully learning the lesson that its own best
interests lie in combining and working with its fellow
workers, that allegiance to the boss can lead nowhere
but to disillusionment, to an understanding
that the
day's wages of a worker are not "given" to the man
but are his by right; that all he owes the company in
exchange is a reasonable productivity during his work-
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ing day; that he can even collectively decide what is
meant by "reasonable productivity"; thus deciding for
himself, together with his fellow workers, just what
their collective working conditions are to be.
More than any other industry, the telephone industry
is one in which the workers occupy a powerful strategic
position, one which could be effectively used to an
extent not fully understood by the workers themselves.
But management in the industry knows what possibilities there are in the combined strength of the employee
body. That accounts for their reactionary labor policy,
their paternalism and elaborate system of company
unions they established after the First World War.
It accounts for the fact that management has opposed
the formation of bona fide labor organizations, and even
today is still fighting them. Witness the Mountain
States case where it was necessary for the NFTW to
bring company domination charges against a so-called
union in order to clear the way for legitimate organizing.
It accounts for the labor policy of the Bell System
which moves only so far as it is forced to.
Workers themselves have a responsibility to consciously educate themselves to a realization as to where
their own interests lie. They owe that responsibility,
not to their leaders, but to themselves.
Workers must learn that every action of management,
every decision, every move, is dictated by a desire to
promote the interests of management,
to make its
profits greater and more secure. Where those interests
coincide with the best interests of workers, the workers
are fairly treated; where they don't, the workers' interests are ruthlessly disregarded.
There should be no bitterness nor disillusionment
about this. To find that a corporation places emphasis
on the making of profits should not be too much of a
shock. After all, that is a proper function of a corporation.
The next step in thinking this through is to understand that workers may have easy going where their
interests coincide with the company's wishes, but must
collectively fight for any gain which adversely affects
profits.
UNITY NECESSARY
Once arrived at the point where that understanding
is reached, the relations between unions and employers
can be seen in their proper light. Workers who go to
the trouble to understand that their union is an instrument for collective use in bettering wages and working
conditions are more likely to stick together to gain
their ends.
There are definite signs that telephone workers are
nearing the point where they are ready to face up to
this issue squarely, and on a country-wide basis.
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PENDi NC BEFORE CONCRESS
A Review of Pro- and Anti-Labor Bills
Now AwaitingAction in Houseand Senate

A

place ,of labor dispute for that purREVIEW OF labor legislation
pending in Congress shows some of pose, or to promote or encourage
such an assembly, would also be a
it to be pro-labor and some anticrime, according to another bill.
labor, but mostly the latter. All the
The Right to Work. Senator
bills have been assigned to ConO'Daniel and Congressman Hoffman
gressional committees for further
have introduced
bills outlawing
consideration.
National Service. Both houses of union· shop agreements. The Senator's bill would make an employer
Congress approved bills providing
for service in war plants under the who discriminated for or against an
employee because of union memberforce of law, the House of Repreship ineligible for government consentatives bill being much more
tracts for the following two years
stringent in its provisions than the
and would amend the Constitution
Senate measure. A compromise proof the United States so that no perposal was approved by the House
son would be denied employment
but was rejected by the Senate.
because of union membership, reThere the matter now stands.
fusal to join a union or resignation
Labor Disputes. Several bills have
from a union, nor would anyone be
been introduced carrying penalties
compelled to pay dues to any labor
against strikers in defense estaborganization as a prerequisite
to
lishments.
Congressman
Hoffman
employment.
from Michigan would give a striker
Congressman
Hoffman's bills
10 days to find essential employment
would make it unlawful for an indior to submit satisfactory reasons for
vidual or a union to force, coerce, or
unemployment. If he did neither, he
intimidate any person to become or
would be assigned work in the Army
remain a union member or to reas a private. The same Congressquire union dues as a condition
man, however, in another bill, proprecedent to employment. The bills
poses that no business be seized
would also prohibit the payment of
under the War Labor Disputes Act
government funds to employers with
unless 50% of its output goes diunion shop agreements.
rectly to a government agency or
Congressman Colmer has filed a
contractor for the prosecution of
bill which would make it unlawful
the war.
to require any veteran to join or
Another bill would repeal the War
maintain membership
in a labor
Labor Disputes Act outright.
union as a condition of employment.
Control of Unions. Only a few
W. Lee O'Daniel, the Texas Senabills have been filed so far on the
tor, would make it a crime, punishable by one to two years in jail for internal operation of unions. Two
anyone to use force, violence or House bills would prohibit aliens
from holding office or voting in a
threats of force or violence to prelabor organization.
Another
bill
vent or attempt to prevent any perwould repeal the ban on political
son from engaging in a lawful vocation. To assemble in or near a contributions by unions.
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Wage Stabilization. Two House
bills would set new legal minimum
wages, one proposing 65 cents per
hour, the other 75 cents.
The principle of equal pay for
equal work is embodied in another
bill which provides that any determination of wages under the War
Labor Disputes Act, the Stabilization
Act of 1942, the Fair Labor Standards Act, the Walsh-Healey Act or
the Davis Bacon Act shall apply to
workers without regard to sex.
National Labor Relations Act. So
far this session the only bills to
amend the NLRA have been introduced by Senator O'Daniel. One
would permit an employer to express his opinion on any matter of
employer-employee
relationship including preferences concerning labor
organizations, provided he doesn't
threaten to deprive an employee of
any rights under the law. Another
would prohibit
reinstatement
or
payment of back wages to any employee who engages in violence or
the unlawful destruction or seizure
of property in the course of a labor
dispute or organizing effort.
No employer would be required
to accept an employee or organization guilty of such conduct as a
bargaining representative.
A third
bill would apply the unfair labor
practices of the Act to labor organizations, their office1·s and members.
These and other labor bills are
now under consideration by Committees of both Houses of Congress.
Whether or not they become laws
will depend largely upon public
opinion and the militancy
with
which organized labor fights for the
good ones and opposes the bad ones.
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THE UBTW: SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA PLANT UNION
THE UNITED BROTHERHOOD of
Telephone Workers, Inc., sole collective bargaining-agent for all plant
employees of the Southern California
Telephone Company. with the exception of Messengers, Toll Maintenance Employees, Executives and
Supervisory
employees,
has its
Headquarters in Los Angeles, California.
The U B T W, Inc., with a membership just over 3,000, is composed
of 20 member locals located throughout Southern California, in an area
stretching, roughly, some 200 miles
from Ventura to San Diego Counties.
Locals in the Los Angeles territory are for the most part confined
to one craft, i.e., installers, repairmen, etc. Locals outside the metropolitan area have a mixed membership, including crafts, clerical men
and women, etc.
During the past year, both the
Revenue Accounting and Disbursement Accounting Unions affiliated
with the Brotherhood and are actively participating in U B T W
affairs.

U B T W STRUCTURE
The Union is governed by an
Executive Council, composed of delegates from each member Local,
who meet once a month to formulate
the policies of the organization. Between Council sessions, Local meetings are held, and a meeting of the
Executive Board (of eight persons)
is regularly scheduled at least once
a month. The Executive Board is
elected from the Council and is responsible to the Council for the
operation of the Union. The President and Vice President
of the
Union are elected from and by the
Council and the Secretary-Treasurer
is appointed
by the Executive
Board.
Present officers and Board members are: President, Donald Buckley; Vice President, James McGinnis; Secretary-Treasurer,
W. E. Parsons; Board members: Mrs. Florence
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By
CARROLL WELLING JOHNSON
Editor, the Telephone Dial
Sweeney,
Alvord Paull, Ronald
Rapp, C. L. Shaw, and Clarence
Good, Jr.
As in other similar groups, the
activities of the Union are handled
largely through Committee work.
For the past year, the Constitution
Committee has met each week to
rewrite the Constitution and Bylaws, and have employed the assistance of the Department of Industrial
Relations at the California Institute
of Technology. The Pension Committee is constantly at work, as is
the Publication Committee. the latter supervising the publication of
THE TELEPHONE DIAL.
Among the most active Committees has been the General Welfare
Committee, which governs the Blood
Donor Drive, the Red Cross Fund
Campaign, the War Bond Drive, etc.
Committees
to study Grievance
Procedures, Strike Procedures, and
Educational programs are always at
work, and the Coordinating Committee takes the "motions to bar-

gain" offered at Council meetings
and analyzes them, rewords them
and presents recommendations to the
Council for changes, rejection or
acceptance of every such motion.
The work of this group has proved
invaluable in limiting the discussions
on the Council floor, and developing material later used in bargaining sessions.
Affiliating itself with the NFTW as
a Charter member, the UBTW Inc.,
has long been extremely active in
National affairs. Those who attended the early NFTW organizing meetings in New York and New Orleans
will remember officials of the Brotherhood, such as J. J. Haley, Harry A.
Schultz and Don Bishop, who burned
the midnight oil in cooperation with
other telephone workers throughout
the Nation to lay the foundations
for a single national union for telephone workers.
Today UBTW President Donald
Buckley is serving his second term
as Western Region Director for the
National, and in the course of this
work has made organizing trips to
Canada, into the Mountain States

EXECUTIYE BOARD OF THE UBTW
(Left

Seated: W. E. Parsons, Secretary-Treasurer;
Donald Buckley,
PresMent; James McGinnis, Vice President.
(Left to right) ill. ill. Winet, Mrs. Florence Sweeney, Clarence Good,
Jr., Harry K. Coleman, George Corm.an.

to right)

Stamling:
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area, and along the Pacific Coast.
During the early part of 1943, the
Brotherhood
found itself joining
the ranks of telephone Uµions attacked by the ACA-CIO. The unconstitutional withdrawal of a large
percentage of the Central Office Local from the Brotherhood, resulted
in ACA's signing this group up as
an ACA Local and seeking bargaining rights for them before the
NLRB. The NLRB hearing began
January 17, 1944, and continued, off
and on, until April 27, with 3,430
pages of daily testimony recorded.
Final decision was rendered September 2, 1944, dismissing the petition
for bargaining rights for central office employees. Since that time, the
ACA has filed company domination
charges against the UBTW with the
NLRB which have not been acted
upon to date.

PRESENT ACTIVITIES
At present, the Brotherhood is in
the midst of bargaining for a new
contract. Negotiations have stalemated, and the officers and Company representatives
are meeting
with Conciliation Service to attempt
to find some common ground.
For a number of years, the UBTW,
Inc., has met with other Pacific
Coast telephone unions in an attempt to form a Pacific Coast organization. Currently, J. J. Schacht,
Field Organizer for the National,
has established Headquarters in San
Francisco and has met with great
encouragement throughout the area
in his efforts to make one Coast
telephone union of the 17 now functioning in this territory. The Brotherhood is, of course, cooperating
fully in this plan.
To keep the widely scattered
membership informed of Brotherhood activities, the Union has published THE TELEPHONE
DIAL
each month since March 1939. Since
its inception Mrs. Carroll Welling
Johnson has edited the magazine
and has acted as executive secretary for the Union Headquarters office. Late in 1940, Luther 0. Finch
became Assistant Secretary-Treasurer of the UBTW, Inc., to maintain
the membership files, do the bookkeeping and generally keep the financial records of the Union. Mrs.
Johnson and Mr. Finch comprise
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NOR.THWESTER.NWINS
WAGE INCREASE

w

AGE INCREASES retroactive to
March 16, 1944, are contained in a
contract recently approved by the
National War Labor Board for workers represented by the Northwestern Union of Telephone Workers.
The increase for Traffic workers
was two dollars per week except
that in some schedules starting rates
were increased $3.00 per week. Plant
workers received $1.50 to $2.50 per
week increase.
Clerical workers received increases ranging from $5.00 to $12.50 per
month.
In addition to the wage increases,
the Union has negotiated several
contract changes which establish
uniform traffic night differentials,
reclassification of 18 towns for traffic workers, liberalization of evening
and night differential payment for
vacations and increased meal and
lodging allowance for unlocated construction workers.
Inasmuch as a year has passed
since Northwestern's
1944 contract
period began, the Union has cancelled that contract and is now in
the midst of negotiating a new one.
One of the problems which the
Union has tackled is that of negotiating "extended benefits" for workers who are on a work week in excess of 40 hours. Action regarding
the working of an extended work
week has been brought about by
union pressure on the War Manpower Commission. The case has
reached the stage where meetings
have been held with the United
States Conciliation Service.
the staff of the Union Headquarters.
Like many other independent telephone unions throughout the Nation,
the UBTW has come a long way,
since the advent of the Wagner Act.
Great progress has been made. With
wise leadership, full membership
support and the spirit of cooperation
between telephone unions developed
in these past six or seven years, we
in California expect telephone labor
to continue to make its place in
Labor's history stronger and firmer
with every passing year.

REPRESENTATIVES
MEETINC TO DRAFT
CONSTITUTION FOR
WEST COAST UNION
THE LATEST step in the work of
consolidating the 17 West Coast
unions into one combined organization is a meeting of representatives
of these unions scheduled for this
month to draft a tentative constitution and by-laws to present to the
membership of the unions involved.
The Committee charged with the
responsibility for drafting the constitution and by-laws consists of:
Mrs. Georgann Horgan-Traffic,
Washington and Northern Idaho
Mr. Ed Healey-All Depts.,
Oregon
Mr. Arthur Hall-Plant, Northern California and Nevada
Mr. Maurice Hebner-Commercial, Southern California
After the tentative document is
drafted and has been presented to all
the organizations for their general
approval, a meeting of representatives of the union will be called to
draft a permanent constitution, and
to work out the details of changing
over from the old to the new organizational structure. It is expected that
this entire process will require several months' time.
Earlier meetings with representatives of the West Coast unions to
discuss the first draft of the preliminary constitution and discuss the
general program, showed the representatives of all the unions almost
unanimous in their agreement as to
the desirability of establishing one
consolidated organization.
Meetings have been attended by
not only NFTW affiliates but also by
representatives of unaffiliated unions
as well. The Northern California
and Nevada meeting in San Francisco was attended by representatives of the United Brotherhood of
Telephone Workers and the meeting
for Southern California in Los Angeles was attended by representatives of the Federation of Women
Telephone Workers of Southern California. Both these unions are now
unaffiliated.
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THE KEARNY

LABOR

BOARD

CASE

Hearings Started Five Months Ago
Still Drag On; Clean Bill of Health for
Western Electric UnionAppearsLikely
ALTHOUGH THi BAN on hor~eracing may make an analogy inappropriate at the present time, it may
be stated that the National Labor
Relations Board case involving the
Western Electric Employees Association, Kearny Area, is rounding
the third quarter and heading do"vn
the home stretch.
The case involving charges of discrimination, interference and alleged
company domination began on December 12th, 1944. The Board has
introduced considerable testimony in
its attempt to prove that the Western Electric Employees Association
at Kearny was a successor organization to the Employees Representation Plan which was disestablished
in 1937 and that the Western Electric Company· has been favoring
the Association and discriminating
against the U.E., (CIO) in the latter's attempt to secure bargaining
rights. Most of the Board's case
consisted of testimony of CIO organizers who claimed that they were
prevented from carrying on organizational activities while officials of
the WEEA were given a free run
of the plant.
The company has spent considerable time on its portion of the case,
producing witnesses in the form of
supervisory
employees who have
testified that the company's attitude
was an impartial on~ with respect to
both the WEEA and the CIO and
that neither organization received
any special privileges or opportunities to carry on organizing activities.
As a matter of fact, the evidence
produced thus far has indicated that
there have been many instances in
which officials of the WEEA have
been impeded by company supervisors while attempting to carry on
Association business such as settlement of grievances.
As we go to press, Frank J. Hammel, personnel relations manager at
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the Kearny Plant was being examined by attorneys for the company,
WEEA and the Board. Mr. Hammel's testimony has been directed
towards establishing
the various
benefits which have accrued to the
employees
at the Kearny
Area
through the bargaining activities of
the WEEA. There appears to be
little doubt but that officials of the
Kearny group have, since the formation of the union in 1937, been vigorous in their attempts to secure improvement in working conditions at
Kearny. As a matter of fact, according to Hammel, relations between
the company and the union reached
such a state of antagonism that War
Labor Board officials were constrained to comment upon the forcefulness of the union's bargaining
activities.
That officials of the union would
tolerate no attempts at intimidation
by company officials was manifested
by the verbatim transcript of some
of the bargaining sessions, which
were offered in evidence. They indicate that union officers and bargaining committees called a spade a
spade where necessary and much
worse on occasion. Such activities as
the union's refusal to participate in
the "E" award ceremonies and the
overtime strike of several years
back are in the record. Also in the
record is a summary of the bargaining carried on between the parties
indicating that since 1937, approximately 300 such bargaining sessions
have been held.
The testimony of Mr. Hammel
brought forth a heated debate between the Trial Examiner and Henry
Mayer, counsel for the WEEA with
respect to the materiality and relevancy of testimony concerning the
benefits which have been secured by
the employees in Kearny through
the activities of the union. In the
course of the debate, Mr. Mayer
pointed out that the presentation of

the union's case would center about
its affiliation with the National Federation of Telephone Workers, the
successes which that organization
and the union itself have secured
through collective bargaining
and
the demonstrated independence and
militancy shown by the union during the past seven years. Said Mr.
Mayer in the course of the discussion:
"We expect to develop in this
case as we go along the question
of whether or not the Western
Electric Employees Association, in
its relationship with the employer, operated in the same fashion
that an AFL or a CIO organization would."

* * *
"We are not going to ask you
eventually to judge whether we
are better than the CIO union or
an AFL union. Not at all! It
would simply be a question of
whether our behaviour demonstrates that we are acting as a
labor organization."
Further in the course of Hammel's examination,
the Trial Examiner attempted to prevent the introduction of evidence which Mr.
Mayer thought material. Mr. Mayer
made the following observation with
respect to the value of the testimony:
"I think we should be permitted
to develop at least along the lines
that the Board itself has indicated
that it wants developed some material which will demonstrate that
the Board can adopt a policy in
its attitude toward this union,
particularly because of this union's affiliation with the National
Federation of Telephone Workers."

* * *
"This case, of course, will stand
on its own bottom, but there may
be many other cases which involve NFTW and its affiliates and
my understanding
is that the
Board is rather eager to get a
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gumea pig situation such as this.
Under
those circumstances,
I
should imagine that the Board
would want the most complete
proof possible."
When it became apparent that
difficulty might be encountered in
the union's presentation of evidence
with respect to its military and collective bargaining
su.ccesses, Mr.
Mayer arranged an appointment and
met with two of the three members
of the NLRB in Washington. He was
accompanied by officials of the WE
EA, Joe Beirne and Al. Philip Kane
of the National Federation. After a
lengthy and frank discussion with
members of the Board and other
high personnel of the Board, Mr.
Mayer received
assurances
that
when the time came for the union
to put in its side of the case, he
would be given every opportunity to
demonstrate
the bonafides of the
organization and the high place it
occupies in labor circles. With this
assurance from top officials of the
Board, it appears evident that the
union will present a convincing case
when its turn comes.

ORCANIZINC WORK
AT POINT BREEZE
PLANT IS NOW
UNDER WAY
Now THAT THE decision of the
National Labor Relations Board, ordering disestablishment of the Point
Breeze Employees Association, has
been upheld by the United States
Supreme Court, the way is cleared
for an organizing drive among the
workers in that Western Electric
Manufacturing Plant.
An NFTW sponsored organization,
the Telephone Equipment Workers
Union, has for some time been soliciting membership among the workers at the plant. The Union has established
headquarters
near the
Point Breeze Plant at Baltimore,
Maryland, and has increased its organizing activities, assisted by NF
TW representatives.
Opposition is expected from the
United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America (CIO)
and the International Association of
Machinists (AFL), both of which
unions hope to organize the plant.
May, 1945

PROCRESS

THROUCH

UNITY

How Western Electric Unions
Cooperate With Each Other

By L. J. LAWSON
President,
San Francisco Local,
National Association of Telephone
Equipment Workers

THE UNIONS of which the employees of the Western Electric Company are members have progressed
greatly through their unified organization.
At the time of the Supreme
Court's decision regarding the validity of the Wagner Act, the Western Electric Employees were not
organized.
Since that time, however, they have made great progress
as union members and now have a
national union known as the National Committee of Communication
Equipment Workers, composed of
the various unions through
the
Western Electric Company which
are affiliated with the National Federation of Telephone Workers.
In this way the employees of this
one company bargain in all matters
which are national in scope and
·which are fundamental principles of
wages, hours and working conditions through one bargaining agent
which represents some 70,000 workers. The detailed bargaining and
application of these principles is
carried out by the member unions
of the committee. In this way the
application of the general principles
laid down by the Master Contract
are fitted to the conditions within
the various bargaining
units of
Western Electric Employees.
This secures any one group the
benefit of unified support by all
groups in all bargaining. It is recognized in our contract that the workers of any one group will not be
required to do the work of another
group which has a dispute in progress with the Company.
Each department or group of employees supports the others and this

support extends even to joint strike
action when required. A recent example of this type of support was
given during the Installation Department's wage case which was being delayed by WLB procrastination.
The Installation Union, known as
the Association of Communication
Equipment Workers, served notice of
intent to strike in protest against
these delays which had stalled their
case for almost two years. As a result of all member unions of the
NCCEW serving notice of intent to
support such action, the NWLB recognized the need for action on their
part and a favorable decision was
given to the ACEW just two days
before the effective strike date.
Another example of this unity is
the support being given to the Western Electric Employees Association,
Kearny Area, in their fight against
CIO "Company Domination" charges. In this fight also the member
unions of NCCEW have pledged
support to whatever degree is necessary and they can be depended
upon to fulfill that pledge, as they
all realize that unity is the only
foundation upon which results can
be obtained.
While these unions of the NCCEW
are organized on departmental lines
such as factories, which have labor
grades and piece work, repair shops
with labor grades but no piece work,
and Installation Departments
with
no labor grades and no piece work,
but with wage progression by seniority, they have through
unity
raised the wages and working conditions of their members to a point
which places them above the average for other workers.
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BEARINGS BEFORE the National
Telephone Panel are expected soon
on the Southern Federation's dispute case with Southern Bell. Major
items involved are wages, length of
wage schedules, job classifications
and groupings of cities and towns.
While awaiting action on this case
which involves the 29,000 Southern
Bell workers represented by the
Southern Federation, the Union has
gone ahead with negotiations for the
employees of Independent Companies recently organized.
William A. Smallwood, Southern
Federation's President, Mrs. Margaret Smith, General Traffic Chairman, and local representatives have
met with management representatives of the Standard Telephone and
Telegraph Company and the Andalusia Telephone Company, both Independent, to negotiate a contract
for these workers.
Top plant wages for these workers
is $30.00 per week and traffic wages
run as low as $25.00 to $37.50 per
month in the smaller towns. Southern Federation officers feel that they
will be able to do these workers
some good.

Wisconsin

...

THE TELEPHONE GUILD of Wisconsin has organized the employees
of the Wood County Telephone Company (Independent)
and in an
NLRB election won exclusive bargaining rights for the group.
The employees of this Company
were formerly affiliated with the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL).
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Vi.-ginia ...
INCREASES OF $4.00 a week for
Traffic and $3.00 a week for Plant
are included in a new contract negotiated by the Virginia Federation of
Telephone Workers.
Reduction in schedules varying
from 1 to 4 years was also negotiated. Starting rates were increased.
Increased differential payments for
Plant and Traffic workers were obtained. A Contract Labor Clause
was negotiated as were provisions
covering job descriptions.

~WLE Ruling ...
IN A RECENT National War Labor
Board Directive the NWLB unanimously directed that the seniority of
any employees of the company who
are released for employment in another establishment in response to a
request or order of the War Manpower Commission shall be preserved and shall cumulate in the
same manner as if he remained in
the company's employ.
The Board's directive provides that
any employee so transferred must,
within 15 days after the end of the
period of required absence, notify
the company of his availability for
reemployment and show a USES
certification that his ,release and
transfer were at the request or order
of WMC and that he remained at the
establishment to which he was transferred during the period of his absence. An opinion was written by
public member, Lewis M. Gill.

With

The

Unions

~t;w Yo.-k ...

f

HE THREATENED STRIKE of local and long distance New York
telephone operators has been "postponed indefinitely" in spite of an
NLRB conducted strike vote taken
in protest against a National War
Labor Board wage increase ruling
which showed both groups overwhelmingly in favor of a walkout.
The long distance operators are
represented by the Long Lines Federation (NFTW) ; the local operators
by an unaffiliated union.
When the National Telephone Panel considered the wage case of the
New York operators, they recommended a $3.00 weekly increase.
The recommendation
was unanimously accepted by the NWLB and
embodied in a directive.
The unions involved appealed to
the Board to reconsider their decision, and hearings on the case were
held before the Board. A subsequent decision of the Board rejected
the appeal, this time the AFL and
CIO labor members of the Board
dissenting.
Following this, the strike vote was
taken.
A comp r o mis e solution was
worked out later with the War Labor
Board. Under its provisions the
operators will receive an average
weekly increase of $3.80.

1

WE RE SORRY
THE CAPTION for the group
picture of the Board of Directors
of the Lexington Federation in
last month's story of that Union
omitted the name of Mrs. Nellie
Hudson, Board Member.
This was an unfortunate oversight and we hope that Mrs. Hudson will understand and forgive
the omission.
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Illinois

T .-affic ...

TECHNICIAN
Vivian s.
Withner, a member of the Illinois
Telephone Traffic Union, now in
military service
at Port Moresby,
N t?WGuinea, has
been awarded a
Soldier's Medal
for heroism in
putting
out a
fire caused by
the explosion of
an oil stove.
The citation
states
that TechTechnicitin
Willmer
nician Withner's
prompt
action
"saved many lives" and prevented
serious property damage, and that
her "courage, immediate action and
disregard for personal danger, reflect the highest traditions of the
military forces of the United States".
While fighting the fire, she sustained severe burns which made it
necessary for her to be hospitalized.

Sup.-eme

Cou.-1 ...

THE U. S. SUPREME Court recently ruled that an employee could
not waive his right to recover unpaid minimum wages, unpaid overtime compensation and liquidated
damages under the Wages and Hours
Act. The Court ruled, however,
that employees are not entitled to
interest on such amounts collected.
The rulings of the Court were on
Section 16 (b) of the Act, which
provides that an employer who violates the minimum wage and maximum hour provisions of the Act
"shall be liable to the employee or
employees affected in the amount of
their unpaid minimum wages, or
their unpaid overtime compensation,
as the case may be, and in an additional equal amount as liquidated
damages".
May, 1945

Chicago Comme.-cial

...

THE COMMERCIAL
Telephone
Workers Union, which withdrew
from the NFTW in September, 1942,
has applied for reaffiliation and has
been reinstated as of April 2, 1945.
This Union, which draws its membership from workers in the Commercial Department of the Illinois
Bell Telephone Company, was one
of three former affiliates which withdrew at about the same time. The
other two unions are the Federation
of Telephone Clerks of Illinois (Accounting) and the Illinois Union of
Telephone Workers (Plant). These
two unions are still unaffiliated.
The President of the Commercial
Telephone Workers Union is Edwin
R. Hackett, who actively participated
in the formation of the NFTW.
This Union is the second Illinois
organization to reaffiliate recently,
the first being the Communication
Equipment Workers, (Western Electric Hawthorne).

Kea.-nr ...
BEGUN LAST DECEMBER and
going on ever since, hearings before
the NLRB on the CIO's charges of
"successorship" against the W estem
Electric Employees
Association,
Kearny Area, must by now be making most everybody concerned pretty tired of the whole thing.
After five months of hearing testimony, the complaining union, the
United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America (CIO),
and the Western Electric Company,
have presented then· cases.
The Western Electric Employees
Association and the NFTW are now
presenting their side of the story.

THESOUTHWESTERN

Telephone
Workers Union has moved its headquarters office from Ft. Worth, Texas, to St. Louis, Missouri.
The Union's new address is:
1122 Paul Brown Building
St. Louis 1, Missouri

Wiindr Citr Sage ...
THE RECENT announcement of a
joint Labor-Industry
Committee,
which was made by Eric Johnson,
President
of the United States
Chamber of Commerce, has caused
some of the members of that other
strong industrial group, the National Association of Manufacturers, to
cry out that it is all wrong.

There is some reason to believe
that the old rule of divide and conquer, will for one of the few times
in labor's history be beneficial to the
working man, if Johnson persists in
his efforts.
It would be simple justice if this
organization which has long had a
closed shop, namely the NAM,
should find itself being torn apart
by the action of its leaders, and this
is well within the realm of possibility.
Many industrialists are inclined to
think that Johnson has missed the
boat and point out as evidence of
this error the fact that the CIO and
AFL have buried their distrust of
one another long enough to get together to work out on a common
enemy, and they believe that no
further proof is necessary.
Not enough data has been released
on this proposal to permit the laboring man to thoroughly understand
its possible ramifications, but it will
surely be made available by one or
the other of the groups at an opportune time.
It is almost a good bet that each
of the respective labor groups is of
the opinion that their interests are
being well protected and Industry
has to date been the only group that
has indicated any fear of this agreement.
It is true that there is a division in
the ranks of industry and this may
not be too great a problem; on the
other hand it may be the opening
wedge that will bring about a division in the ranks of industry. Who
knows, maybe the Unions are going
in for this divide and conquer business too.
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